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introduction

In May and June 2007 and in July 2008, two salvage excavations and a probe were carried out along 

Monbaz Street (previously Nebi ‘Akasha Street) in Jerusalem, yielding building remains from the 

Byzantine and late Ottoman periods, as well as small finds from the Second Temple (late second century 

BCE – first century CE) and the Late Roman – early Byzantine periods (third–fifth centuries CE). The 

site is located to the south of Ha-Nevi’im Street, near the Russian Compound, c. 35 m southeast of the 

Arledan Building (31 Ha-Nevi’im St.; map ref. 221160/632255; Figs. 1, 2). It lies on the crest of the hill to 

Fig. 1. Location Map.
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the northwest of the Old City. The hill gently descents to the northeast (Ha-Nevi’im Street) and toward 

the southwest (Yafo Street).

Previous excavations in the area include those of Sukenik and Mayer (1930) at the Third Wall; Ben-

Arieh and Netzer (1974) and Onn, Feig and Shukron (Tzaferiset al. 1994), both along the Third Wall; 

Amit and Wolff (1994) at an Armenian monastery in the adjacent neighborhood of Morasha; and Maeir 

and Bahat (2004) at Kikkar Safra (Safra Square).

Prior to the excavations, the plot slated for construction was probed with two mechanically dug 

exploratory trenches (each 2.5 m wide) running east–west. The finds unearthed in the trenches represented 

the majority of the architectural remains that survived at the site. In January 2007, Y. Zelinger (2010) 

conducted a trial excavation in an area that was later included in our excavation; the remains dated from 

the Early Roman and Byzantine periods. In late 2007 and early 2008, G. Solimany (2016; see Fig. 1) 

conducted an excavation immediately to the northeast of our excavated areas, unearthing a large, public 

building from the Byzantine period and other building remains from the Ottoman period.

Fig. 2. General view of the site, looking south.
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Plan 1. The excavation areas.

the excavation

The site was divided into three areas (A–C; Plan 1). Area A yielded remains of buildings; although the 

largest of the three areas, comprising 16 squares arranged in two long, northwest–southeast rows, most of 

the finds were excavated within the southern eight squares. Area B, to the northeast of Area A, yielded a 
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water reservoir and an adjacent building. In Area C, southwest of Area A, a water channel was unearthed. 

These remains, dated to the late Byzantine period, were disturbed by building activity that began in the 

late Ottoman period and continues to this day. Finds dating from the late Hellenistic period through the 

end of the Second Temple period (late second century BCE – first century CE) and from the Late Roman 

– early Byzantine periods (third–fifth centuries CE) were found scattered about the site. While these 

finds evince activities that took place in the area during these periods, they could not be associated with 

any certainty with the architectural remains unearthed in the excavation.

area a (Fig. 3)

The building remains unearthed in area A belonged to two architectural strata, both from the late 

Byzantine period: Stratum II, dated to the second half of the sixth century and the beginning of the 

Fig. 3. Area A, looking south.
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seventh century CE; and Stratum I, dated to the early seventh century CE. These remains were repeatedly 

disturbed by building activity that began toward the end of the nineteenth century CE. Pottery, coins and 

several metal artifacts from the Second Temple period (late second century BCE – first century CE) and 

from the Late Roman – early Byzantine periods (third–fifth centuries CE) were found in some of the loci 

in these two strata (see Ariel 2018; Rapuano 2018); Second Temple period pottery was found in larger 

amounts in the northwestern squares of Area A, in fills that accumulated over the bedrock and bedrock 

cuttings (not drawn).

Stratum II (Plan 2)

Stratum II, dated to the second half of the sixth and the beginning of the early seventh centuries CE, 

revealed parts of rooms flanking a long and wide central, spine-like wall that ran along a general north–

south axis (W3; excavated length 27.9 m, width 1 m; Fig. 4). The wall was preserved to a height of 1.2 m. 

It was built of head-sized stones and large boulders, some of which were roughly dressed, with fist-sized 

fieldstones fitted between them. Extending from W3 to the east and to the west were the remnants of 

five rooms (Rooms 1–5). Most of their walls were preserved only as foundations (0.4–0.5 m wide), which 

were built mainly of head-to-fist-sized field stones. 

Room 1 (Plan 2: Sections 3–3, 10–10) was the best-preserved room. It was located toward the northern 

extant end of W3, extending westward from the wall. A patch of a cobblestone surface, possibly the 

remains of a floor, was discerned in the southwest corner of the room.

Room 2 (Plan 2: Sections 1–1, 7–7) was situated immediately to the south of Room 1. Its western wall was 

not found, having most likely eroded away. No clear floor was found in this room, although a fill of tan soil 

(L565) may have served as a bedding for a floor. On the western side of the room was a rhomboid-shaped 

installation (L560; 0.8 × 1.0 m, 1.1 m deep) with a plastered floor (L591). The remains of the installation 

were too fragmentary to determine its use with any certainty, although it evidently served for collecting or 

storing liquids. Rock cuttings could be discerned to the south of the installation (L538).

Room 3 was located to the west of W3, immediately south of Room 2 and separated from it by a wall 

(W2). In the northern part of the room, adjacent to W3, was a chalk floor (L589; for pottery from this 

floor, see Rapuano 2018: Fig. 2) covered by a fill (L548; for pottery from this fill, see Rapuano 2018: 

Fig. 1). Farther south was a patch of fist-sized cobblestones (L540, B1090; this locus refers also to the fill 

below the floor, down to bedrock), probably the foundation of a mosaic pavement, as evidenced by the 

numerous loose tesserae found on it. 

Room 4 (Plan 2: Sections 8–8, 9–9; Fig. 5) was situated toward the northern extant end of W3, to its 

east, opposite Room 1. It was bordered on the south by a wall (W13; width 0.4 m) which separated it 
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Plan 2. Area A, Stratum II, plan and sections.
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Fig. 5. Room 4 and W13, looking southwest.

Fig. 4. Wall 3 (Stratum II) superimposed by Wall 23 (Stratum I) and Room 9 to their right, looking northwest.
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from Room 5. Within the room was a thick ashy layer (L549; thickness up to 0.35 m; for pottery from 

this layer, see Rapuano 2018: Fig. 3), which covered a chalk floor (L571; for pottery from this floor, 

see Rapuano 2018: Fig. 4). The ashy layer above the floor contained roof tiles (see Rapuano 2018: Fig. 

3:12–14) and a fragment of an engraved marble slab, possibly an inlay from an ambo staircase banister 

from the late sixth and seventh centuries CE (See Habas 2018: Fig. 1). 

Room 5 (Plan 2: Sections 2–2, 4–4, 6–6, 7–7; Fig. 6) extended along the southern part of W3, to the east 

of the wall. It was delimited by W13 on the north and W3 on the west; the room obviously extended to the 

east and south beyond the excavated area. In its northern part, along W3 was a floor (L566). Farther to 

the south, extended along W3, was patch of fist-sized cobblestones (L539; for pottery from this floor, see 

Rapuano 2018: Fig. 5), which resembled Floor 540 in Room 3 and thus was most likely the foundation for 

another mosaic floor. The cobblestones were laid on a fill of reddish yellow, crumbly soil (L542, L553; 

for pottery from Fill 553, see Rapuano 2018: Fig. 6). Two superimposed crushed-chalk floors (L563, 

L564; each 2 cm thick) unearthed in the southern end of the excavation seem to have belonged to Room 

5, suggesting that this was a long hall. The floors were separated by a fill (designated L563; thickness 

14 cm). 

Stratum II was dated based on pottery in conjunction with several of the coins recovered from associated 

loci. Most of the pottery from the floors and from fills above and below them in Room 3 (L548, L589; 

see Rapuano 2018: Figs. 1:3–18; 2), Room 4 (L549, L571; see Rapuano 2018: Figs. 3:1–11; 4:4) and Room 

5 (L539; see Rapuano 2018: Figs. 5:8–11) was also chronologically the latest, dating from the mid-sixth 

Fig. 6. Section in Floor 513 in Room 9 through Floor 539 in Room 5 and down to bedrock, looking southwest.
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to seventh centuries CE. This dating seems to be corroborated by three coins from two Stratum II loci 

(L549, L566): two that are possibly from the sixth century CE (see Ariel 2018: Nos. 29, 31), and one that 

is dated to 518–522 CE (see Ariel 2018: No. 32) and may have continued to circulate for several decades 

into the second half of the sixth century CE. This suggests that Stratum II was built during the later part 

of the sixth century CE and came to an end early in the seventh century CE. 

Stratum I (Plan 3)

In Stratum I, dated to the early seventh century CE, some changes were made to the Stratum II structure: 

new floors were laid, while part of its plan remained the same. The remains comprise parts of at least 

four rooms (Rooms 6–9) flanking a central wall (W23) built upon W3 of Stratum II (see Figs. 4, 6), but 

having a slightly different orientation. Wall 23 was also considerably shorter than the earlier wall, as it 

was traced over 8.4 m only. While one room (Room 1/6) remained mostly unchanged, the three other 

rooms differ in plan from those of the previous stratum. Cobblestone floors were laid in the rooms of 

this structure; they may have served as a bedding for mosaic floors, as did a similar bedding (Floor 540, 

B1090) in Room 3. The foundations of the walls were built mainly of fist-sized stones and cement. 

Room 6 (Plan 3: Section 2–2), to the northwest of W23, was built on the walls of Room 1 of Stratum 

II. A patch of a floor comprised mainly of fist-sized cobblestones (L544) survived near the southeastern 

corner; it was covered by a dark red fill (L514). Another patch of either a floor or a living surface (L527) 

was discerned in the northern-central part of the room; it too was covered by a fill (L518; for pottery from 

this fill, see Rapuano 2018: Fig. 7). Although the two patches did not connect, they likely represent the 

same floor or surface within Room 6.

Room 7 (Plan 3: Section 2–2) lay to the south of Room 6; its western wall was not discovered. No 

floor was found associated with this room. To the south of its southern wall (W20) was a narrow space 

(corridor? Width 0.9 m) enclosed on the south by a narrow wall (W19). It is insufficiently clear what this 

space was used for.

Room 8 (Plan 3: Section 2–2) extended south of the narrow space; it was bordered by W19 on the 

north and by W23 on the east. In the southern part of the room was a cobblestone floor (L540, B1079), 

which was partially uncovered by Zelinger (2010: Fig. 1 [L5005]); the floor was covered by a fill (L522). 

A similar patch of largely fist-sized cobblestones (L547; for pottery from this floor, see Rapuano 2018: 

Fig. 8) found to the southeast—possibly the continuation of this floor—was laid over two superimposed 

Stratum II chalk floors (L563, L564; see Plan 2). The cobblestones may have served as a bedding for a 

mosaic pavement. 

Room 9 (Plan 3: Sections 1–1, 3–3; see Figs. 4, 6), to the east of W23, was bordered on the north by 

W13. The room extended eastward beyond the limits of the excavation, and its southern part was not 
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Plan 3. Area A, Stratum I, plan and sections.
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discovered. Along W23 was a large surface of fist-sized cobblestones (L513), which probably served as 

a bedding for a mosaic pavement. A probe excavated under Surface 513 yielded a fill of red soil (L543, 

L546A; for pottery from this fill, see Rapuano 2018: Fig. 9). A fill that partially covered Surface 513 

(L511) contained two fragments of an engraved limestone slab that probably served as a floor tile in the 

late sixth and seventh centuries CE (see Habas 2018: Fig. 2).

This stratum can be dated to the early decades of the seventh century CE. This date is attested to by 

the pottery recovered from fills above and below the floors and from the makeup of the floors in Room 

6 (L518; see Rapuano 2018: Fig. 7:3–7), Room 8 (L547; see Rapuano 2018: Fig. 8:10–12) and Room 9 

(L546A; see Rapuano 2018: Fig. 9:3–8), which included considerable amounts of Fine Byzantine Ware 

and Late Roman Fine Ware along with several later sherds, having a date that clearly ranges into the 

Umayyad period. This date is corroborated by a coin of Maurice (582–602 CE) and an Umayyad fals 

recovered from a Stratum I context—Fill 514 in Room 6 (see Ariel 2018: Nos. 33, 35). 

area b (Plan 4; Fig. 7)

Area B, opened in the northeastern part of the plot designated for building, yielded a water reservoir and 

building remains; part of the installation was exposed in the trial trenches dug prior to the excavations. The 

reservoir (7.8 m deep; Figs. 8, 9) was rectangular in shape; its western wall was located beyond the excavation 

area. It had a vaulted ceiling, which was partially preserved. Its walls were lined with a thick layer (c. 6 cm) 

of hydraulic plaster. A small area of the floor (L587) of the installation was exposed slightly to the north of its 

Fig. 7. Area B, looking east.
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center; it consisted of a thick layer (c. 6 cm) of plaster laid on an earthen fill (thickness 0.2 m), which in turn 

rested upon the bedrock. The reservoir’s floor was covered by a fill (L562). Attached to the southern wall of 

the reservoir (W8) were the remains of a round collecting vat (L561; 1.4 m east to west; Fig. 9), which probably 

served as a settling tank or to hold a small amount of water drawn from the reservoir. 

Plan 4. Area B, plan and sections.
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Fig. 9. The reservoir and Collecting Vat 561, looking northeast.

Fig. 8. The reservoir, looking east.

Two narrow probes excavated down to bedrock to the south of the reservoir were devoid of any remains. 

Two squares excavated immediately to the north of the reservoir yielded the remains of a structure 

(structures?) of an unclear plan: several disjointed walls and associated floors comprising at least one unit 

(Room 10; Fig. 10). The unit was enclosed on the south by W15 and on the east by W17 (preserved length 
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c. 1 m) and was divided into two subunits by an east–west ashlar wall (W16; length 1.3 m, width 0.5 m). 

Wall 16 made a right-angled corner with a wall leading southward (W18/W19) that had a doorway set in it. 

A massive square base of a pier (W11; 1.5 × 1.5 m) constructed of ashlars was set in the corner of W15 and 

W18. The southern doorpost of the doorway was inset 0.8 m from the western face of the pier base. 

Enclosed by Walls 16 and 17 was a floor of crushed chalk (L582) covered with a fill (L575) and 

collapsed boulders mixed with some ash (L558). Among the collapsed boulders were two fragments of 

two slabs made of Mizzi Aḥmar stone decorated in high relief: one depicting acquatic life; the other—a 

floor or wall tile—bearing a guilloche made of intersecting circles (see Habas 2018: Figs. 3, 4). Another 

floor (L532) was located just to the west of the doorway in W18/W19.

A water pipe built of clay segments (Figs. 11, 12) was laid from south to north within Floor 582. 

The exterior surface of the pipe segments bare marks, evidently Greek letters, that were scrawled in 

Fig. 10. Room 10 to the north of the reservoir, looking south.
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red paint (see Rapuano 2018: Figs. 12–18). These may have served to guide the builders in placing the 

pipe segments within the floor. Despite the pipe’s close proximity to the reservoir, there was no clear 

connection between the two, as they were separated by W15. Moreover, the pipe’s level (796.43 m asl) 

was considerably higher than that of the floor of the reservoir (794.40 m asl).

The remains of walls and associated floors found in this area may represent more than one room. If 

they comprised only a single unit, it may have served as a corridor or an entrance chamber that gave 

access to a room located farther to the east, beyond the excavation area. No coins were retrieved from 

the area of the water reservoir or from Room 10, and only a meager amount of pottery, mostly residual, 

was retrieved from Floor 582 (see Rapuano 2018: Fig. 10). Nevertheless, a few sherds dating from the 

late Byzantine period are enough to suggest that this area was in use during the time of one or both of 

the strata in Area A.

area c (Plan 5)

A plastered water channel (L100, L101; Fig. 13) was discovered c. 40 m southwest of Area A, beneath 

the foundations of structures from the end of the Ottoman period. The channel (width 0.51 m, depth c. 

Fig. 11. Water pipe embedded in Floor 582 in Room 10, looking southeast.
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0.55 m), running in a general north–south direction, could be traced along 15 m. For the most part, the 

channel was hewn in the dolomite bedrock, but in places its walls (width up to 0.2 m) were constructed of 

medium–small fieldstones. The channel’s floor consisted of gravelly plaster covering a bedding of mid-

sized stones, which was laid on a fill of soil and small stones (L102) that coated the bedrock. The hard, 

thick, hydraulic plaster also covered the walls of the channel, including their rims. 

Fig. 12. The water pipe.
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Plan 5. Area C, plan and sections.

A few small pottery sherds dating from the Second Temple period were recovered from the debris 

within the channel (not drawn). However, this does not permit us to conclusively determine the date 

of the channel. First, its stratigraphic context was unclear. Secondly, not a single dateable find was 

recovered from its foundations or from the makeup of the plaster. It is possible that this channel was the 

northward continuation of the medieval channel discovered by Maeir and Bahat (2004:175–176) in their 

excavations at Kikkar Safra (Safra Square). 
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the finds

The finds include a rich ceramic assemblage (see Rapuano 2018: Figs. 1–10); several sections of a clay 

pipe (see Rapuano 2018: Figs. 12–18); fragments of four engraved stone slabs—architectural elements 

from a public building from the late sixth and seventh centuries CE, which were found in fills in both 

strata (see Habas 2018); various metal objects dating from the second century BCE to modern times, 

most of which were found in ground-surface loci (see Rapuano 2018: Fig. 19); and coins ranging in date 

from the late second century BCE to the Ottoman period (see Ariel 2018). Although the baulk of the finds 

is from the late Byzantine period, the ceramic, numismatic and metal assemblages include a considerable 

amount of finds that date from the late Hellenistic and Early Roman periods (see Rapuano 2018: Figs. 1:1, 

Fig. 13. Water channel, looking northeast.
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2; 4:1–3; 5:1–4; 8:1–4; 9:1, 2; 10; 19:1–4; Ariel 2018: Nos. 1–20, and possibly No. 21), as well as from the 

Late Roman – early Byzantine periods (third–fifth centuries CE; see Rapuano 2018: Figs. 5:5–7; 6; 7:1, 

2; 8:5–9; Ariel 2018: Nos. 22–25).

summary and conclusions

The late Hellenistic and early Roman pottery and coins discovered throughout the site seem to suggest 

that this area was used as a place for dumping refuse during these periods. There are no signs that the 

site was built up in the days of Aelia Capitolina, in the Late Roman period. Although pottery and coins 

from the third to the fifth and possibly early sixth centuries CE were found at the site, none were found 

to be exclusively associated with any architecture. The pottery and numismatic finds indicate that it was 

only in the mid-sixth century CE that construction in the area began (Stratum II). This construction 

surely took place in the flourishing years of late Byzantine Jerusalem, under the influence of the emperor 

Justinian who was the great builder of Jerusalem and its surroundings. The building complex, situated 

outside the walled city but near the main road leading northward from the city, may have served as a 

hostel, a hospice or for some similar function, possibly a monastery. This last possibility finds support 

in the engraved limestone and marble slabs recovered in several places in the excavated areas. Indeed, 

an excavation in an adjacent plot (Solimany 2016; see Fig. 1), uncovered a large, public building complex 

with the remains of stone paving, glass windows and glass mosaics, identified as a monastery.

At some time early in the seventh century CE, the building was destroyed by conflagration, as evidenced 

most distinctly in the ashy layer (L549) found in Room 4. This destruction may have been the result of a 

violent attack during the Persian conquest of 614 CE. Shortly thereafter, still in the early decades of the 

seventh century CE, the building complex was restored (Stratum I) along roughly the same orientation 

as in the previous stratum. It is possible that the water reservoir and the building designated as Room 10 

were added at this time. This rebuilding probably occurred when control of the city was restored to the 

Byzantines, and the Christian population returned. The renewed structure most likely served a similar 

function as the previous one. The building continued to exist, probably for a couple of decades into the 

seventh century CE, though it probably did not survive beyond the Islamic conquest.

note

1 The excavation (Permit Nos. A-5113 [Areas A, B], A-5369 [Area C]) was carried out under the auspices of the Israel 
Antiquities Authority prior to construction by the Israel-Africa Company. It was directed by Ofer Sion (Field photography) 
with the assistance of Yehudah Rapuano (field registration and ceramics analysis), Yoseph Ohayon (administration), 
Avi Hajian (surveying), Tzila Sagiv (field photography), Elizabeth Belashov (drafting), Irena Lidsky-Reznikov (pottery 
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drawing of finds), Clara Amit (studio photography), Donald. T. Ariel (numismatics) and Lihi Habas (engraved stone 
fragments). Dafnah Strauss edited the article.
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